ORINOX is the best source of EXPERTISE to process energy and naval industry. Whatever the project, we have the right solution thanks to our PROCESSES, CONTENT, TECHNOLOGIES and PEOPLE.

Our people develop new technology processes and methods that can accelerate your digitalization and improve the effectiveness of an organization.

We are an innovative company who can help you leverage your Digital Asset to achieve goals as: prevent delays, reduce your costs and increase the effectiveness of project planning and execution.

**ENGINEERING, DESIGN AND REVIEW**

The Integrated Technologies expertise serves our Engineering & Design services. ORINOX ensures project data integration, deliverability consistency and production efficiency.

**MODEL CONVERSION**

Most of 3D CAD models and information are integrated in our engineering solutions, such as Model Review Apps in AR and VR. Technical and human’s resources (construction, maintenance) involved during the design phase are reduced, which increases plant ergonomics.

**LASER SCAN AND REVERSE ENGINEERING**

The ORINOX team and partners handle the integration of point cloud data in 3D mock-ups. Thanks to CAD system and our expertise, we integrate high level 3D mock-ups which increases production efficiency and deliverable accuracy.

WWW.ORINOX.COM